Articulation Officer Report
Curriculum Committee Regular Meeting
April 7, 2022, 2:30 PM– 4 PM

**AB 928:** ASCCC is still accepting input on AB 928 online. [Submit Input](#). AB 928 Draft from ICAS coming by May 2022 in order to provide time for vetting through the three systems which needs to be done by May 2023.

**ASSIST:** Review articulation agreements in ASSIST and check if anything is missing.

**AB 1705:** “Clean Up Language” on AB 705 was introduced at the end of January. Read the evolving [AB 1705 text](#). ASCCC Communication sent out with updates to Department Chairs.

**AB705 Improvement Plan Implementation:** Program Pathways Maps will need to be updated. Courses with remedial prerequisites may need to be revised.

**Credit for Prior Learning:** Three courses in electronics have been articulated! As a college in the MAP Cohort, we are expanding the work to more disciplines. Department chairs and discipline leads will get a training and sneak peak later this semester.

**ASCCC Spring Plenary:**
If you have any questions or feedback, please work with our BC ASCCC Delegate, Lisa Harding.

- +6.03 Upholding the California Community College Mission – Seeking Amendments to AB 1705
- +6.04 S22 Students’ Right to Choose to Take a Pre-Transfer Level English or Mathematics Course
- +6.05 Regarding Chancellor’s Office Student Enrollment Data in AB 1705
- 9.01 S22 Definition and Guidance for Cross-Listing Courses
- 9.02 S22 Co-Requisites and Pre-Requisites of Intermediate Algebra and Articulation and C-ID Alignment
- +9.03 Develop Lower Division GE Pathway for CCC Baccalaureate Degree Programs
- +9.04 Creation of a Separate Transfer Model Curriculum for Women and Gender Studies
- +9.05 Defining Competencies for Associate Degree Requirements
- *10.01 S22 Disciplines List – Asian American Studies
- *10.02 S22 Disciplines List – Native American/American Indian Studies
- *10.03 S22 Disciplines List – Nanotechnology

Respectfully submitted,
Erica Menchaca
Articulation Officer